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Robust Markerless Tracking of Knee Joint
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Abstract: In this work, we demonstrate the applicability of an existing deep learning based toolbox to
indoor-outdoor cycling for realizing robust markerless tracking of knee joint. Cycling has become a ubiqui-
tous physical activity worldwide for recreation, commuting, or sport. It is a low-impact non-weight bearing
form of physical activity due to body weight being carried by a bicycle. However, this does not guarantee
an experience free from injuries. Besides falls, the repetitive nature of cycling and monotonous loading of
joints are consistently associated with overuse injuries. Among all, knee overuse remains an ill-defined in-
jury type with anecdotal treatment approaches. Although biomedical research consider numerous factors as
originators, research efforts utilize quantitative data captured through stationary indoor scenarios alone due
to technological limitations. Therefore, we consider a two-part video-based framework for cycling to enable
indoor-outdoor tracking of knee movement and trajectory visualizations. In this paper, we focus on former
and describe our preliminary studies on tracking to demonstrate its applicability to cycling. Furthermore, we
clarify the place of our work in literature by introducing the ongoing research, and formulate several future
directions that may provide new insights into knee overuse injuries. We consider our approach promising for
realizing cost-efficient monitoring of knee joint during indoor-outdoor cycling.
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1. Introduction

Cycling has developed into a ubiquitous form of sport and

exercise throughout the years. Even though studies consider

cycling a low-impact non-weight bearing form of exercise due

to body weight being carried by a bicycle [1], it requires a

high level of bodily fitness for executing the physically de-

manding tasks. Cycling individuals typically follow struc-

tured training regimes with high number of repetitions to

achieve and maintain an adequate fitness level. This repet-

itiveness and monotonous loading of joints make cycling-

induced knee overuse injuries frequently observed problems

regardless of the expertise level of an individual [2–4]. Con-

sequently, computer-aided sports medicine research gained

a significant momentum over the last decades for enhanc-

ing our understanding of injury predictors in cycling. Yet,

despite the existing significant body of knowledge, the knee

joint continues to be a common site of injury with anecdo-

tal treatment approaches [3]. Complex syndromes such as

patellar tendinitis are consistently observed between cycling
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individuals [2]. Lateral knee pain is a common symptom

of iliotibial band friction syndrome, which is attributed to

repetitive flexion and extension of lower extremities [5, 6].

Furthermore, studies frequently report pain and discomfort

around knee joint; making knee the second most common

overuse injury region following back pain in cycling [1, 2, 7].

Studies particularly focus on two subjects for the assess-

ment and treatment of cycling-induced knee overuse injuries.

First, short and long-term load management is substantial

for optimization of training and resting periods to avoid

overtraining [8, 9]. Second, optimization of the closed ki-

netic chain formed between the man and the machine dra-

matically reduces the likelihood of any overuse injury. Ac-

cordingly, scholars consider various factors such as bicycle

geometry, muscle imbalances, or functional and anatomi-

cal limb length discrepancies for realizing adequate cycling

biomechanics [10,11]. However, despite its dramatic change

over the course of history, predominant optimization proce-

dures offer limited solutions by entirely focusing on indoor

environments [12]. Although state of the art computer-aided

systems offer evidence-based strategies with high accuracy,

current approaches to movement monitoring in cycling pri-

marily support indoor environments while neglecting the sig-

nificance of outdoor movement monitoring [12, 13]. Corre-

spondingly, the existing body of knowledge remains largely

unscientific and unsupported by adequate research results

in terms of outdoor cycling.
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In this work, we propose a video-based motion capture

framework to address the issues above. First part of our

framework considers the application of an existing deep

learning toolbox to stereo videos of knee movement in cy-

cling for realizing robust and unobtrusive indoor-outdoor

tracking of knee joint. Second part of our framework

connects data graphs representing tracking results to in-

put videos for simultaneously carrying out quantitative and

qualitative monitoring. In this paper, we concentrate on the

first part of our framework by explaining its tracking com-

ponent. Furthermore, we present our preliminary studies in

detail and describe several directions for future research. We

consider our work encouraging for enhancing our knowledge

on factors leading to cycling-induced knee overuse injuries

by providing a cost-efficient and unobtrusive situated tool

for indoor-outdoor knee movement monitoring.

2. Related Work

Digitally recording human movement, or commonly re-

ferred as motion capture, is a technology that has been fos-

tering significant development in numerous fields over the

last decades. From an historical perspective, early tech-

niques used to capture movement focused on creating lifelike

hand-drawn animations [14]. Originally invented by Max

Fleischer, rotoscoping is an animation technique that en-

abled realistic human movement in cartoons through frame-

by-frame tracing of motion picture footage. Fleischer used

rotoscoping to create his own animated character called

Koko the Clown [15] and later Walt Disney employed the

same technique in 1937 Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

[16]. Although rotoscoping is seen as a proof of concept for

modern motion capture systems, Lee Harrison III was the

first person to capture human movement as we know it. In

1959, he used a body suit equipped with potentiometers and

a cathode ray tube to capture and animate actor movements

in real-time [17,18]. Current state of the art optical systems

continue to utilize a similar approach where actors wear a

body suit and attach passive reflective markers to capture

movement through infrared cameras. These systems offer

great accuracy and relatively short setup times compared to

their predecessors. On the other hand, vision-based marker-

less approaches such as Kinect and Apple’s Motion demon-

strate the future direction of this technology [19].

Although it is best known to fame by its successful use

in movie industry, exercise physiology is a field that’s sec-

ond to none when it comes to capturing and analyzing hu-

man movement [20]. Scholars of this field consistently used

motion capture systems to better understand biomechan-

ics of human movement and its clinical applications [20].

The majority of studies rely on marker or video-based ap-

proaches for gait and posture analysis [19, 21]. Individuals

with physical disabilities heavily depend on prostheses de-

veloped in accordance with motion capture technology [22].

Wearable systems based on inertial measurement units are

gaining popularity due to their high level of portability [23].

In cycling, these systems are frequently used for achieving
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Fig. 1 Tracking process of our proposed framework.

optimal bike fit and minimizing the possibility of overuse

injuries [24]. Researchers track hand position to analyze its

effects on pelvic motion according to gender and pedaling

power [25]. As a result, it is obvious that motion capture

has an important role in understanding biomechanics of hu-

man movement to eradicate overuse injuries associated with

risk factors in exercise.

3. Tracking Knee Joint

We utilized three offline stages in our framework to

achieve tracking and visualization of knee movement during

pedaling action. First stage included the stereo calibration

of two cameras we used to track knee movement. After-

wards, we captured multiple videos via the same camera rig

and used them with DeepLabCut [26] to train a network ca-

pable of unobtrusive and robust markerless tracking of knee

joint in cycling. Finally, we triangulated knee joint location

using the calibration information and the tracking results

from the network we trained (Figure 1). We then visual-

ize the results using common data graphs, and make use of

videos to support qualitative monitoring on demand when

the user clicks a point of interest on the same graphs.

3.1 Preliminary Studies

We conducted two preliminary studies to assess the ap-

plicability of our framework to cycling. We assessed the

capabilities of DeepLabCut toolbox for tracking knee joint

in cycling during our first study. We downloaded several

indoor cycling videos that was shot through a single cam-

era. We labeled 80% of each video to train a network and

used the remaining 20% for visually confirming the track-

ing accuracy. The second study, however, followed the three

staged process described above using several videos we cap-

tured with a calibrated stereo camera rig of our own. First,

we calibrated the camera rig (Dual Logitech c920r) using

standard stereo calibration functions provided in OpenCV

library. Next, we captured videos of knee movement using

the same rig and equally divided them into training and

test groups. We used the videos from training group with

DeepLabCut framework to train a network that tracks knee

movement. We trained our network according to the train-
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(a) Camera 1 snapshot 1 (b) Camera 1 snapshot 2 (c) Camera 1 snapshot 3 (d) Camera 1 snapshot 4

(e) Camera 2 snapshot 1 (f) Camera 2 snapshot 2 (g) Camera 2 snapshot 3 (h) Camera 2 snapshot 4

Fig. 2 Simultaneous snapshots representing detected knee joint position in tracking videos.

ing procedure described by Nath et al. [27]. We extracted

64 images from four 60-seconds long training videos using k-

means clustering. We used these images to train our network

for around 1,000,000 iterations; which takes approximately

a day with Nvidia GeForce Titan X. Finally, we used this

network to track knee position in test videos and combined

it with stereo calibration parameters to triangulate 3D knee

position. Then, we used Matplotlib with tracking results to

create data graphs of knee movement.

3.2 Results

DeepLabCut demonstrated encouraging tracking perfor-

mance comparable to human accuracy during both trials.

Although our assessments were merely visual, currently we

consider it suitable for realizing our visualization framework.

We experienced no problem with detection, but observed

several tracking errors during the first trial when both knees

were visible. Network tracked a single knee at all times as

we trained it to do so, and could not distinguish between

left and right which led to a few outliers in tracking results.

We believe this is due to the simplicity of labels we used

to train our network, and associated problems can be easily

solved by retraining it to detect both knees at the same time,

or by ensuring a single knee is visible in each video feed as

we did in our second study. This approach resulted in im-

proved accuracy and a better visualization strategy which

confirmed our expectations. However, although we favor the

application of our visualization framework to indoor-outdoor

environments, we only carried out indoor trials until the

present due to hardware limitations. The placement of our

stereo camera rig and a still background relatively failed to

demonstrate the significance of using videos for tracking and

visualization purposes. Furthermore, currently we consider

naive observations from camera’s perspective a mediocre ap-

(a) Pixel coordinates of knee joint in camera#1 frames

(b) Pixel coordinates of knee joint in camera#2 frames

Fig. 3 Knee joint locations detected by DeepLabCut in both
camera feeds.
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proach which can benefit from techniques such as structure

from motion and perspective transformation.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced the applicability of a video-

based toolkit to cycling for realizing indoor-outdoor knee

movement tracking. We consider our framework promising

for realizing cost-effective tracking of knee joint, and pro-

moting subjective and objective monitoring of knee move-

ment in cycling.

We acknowledge the need for an in-depth analysis and

evaluation of our framework while simultaneously consider-

ing several directions for future research. First and foremost,

we are planning to modify our video capture approach by at-

taching dual micro cameras to a bicycle’s down tube where

a single knee joint is visible at all times. This indeed allows

indoor-outdoor tracking of knee movement in cycling, and

makes an effective comparison possible between the two for

the first time. We also consider the potential of this compar-

ison for initiating new research directions in sports science

by presenting a novel perspective.

Moreover, an in-depth analysis of tracking performance

is essential before placing any effort or consideration into

DeepLabCut’s applicability to knee tracking in cycling. We

are planning to address its indoor-outdoor tracking accu-

racy by comparing it with an optical motion capture in a

fully controlled environment. However, outdoor environ-

ments pose quite the challenge for optical systems, therefore

suitable equipment, location, and adequate weather condi-

tions must be met before any further endeavor.

Finally, we consider replacing the raw video feed approach

with a model-based VR visualization of knee to reduce the

possibility of information overload and introduce a more

flexible visualization. This approach, however, might re-

move access to certain qualitative factors by discarding back-

ground information which may serve an essential role in out-

door scenarios. All these concepts require careful design and

sheer attention of information and sports scientists for inte-

grating the best of both worlds.
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